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So how many people have a mentor? Thinkorswim

a special meal at one of New York’s finest and/or most

brokerage founder Tom Sosnoff estimates the figure is 1

interesting restaurants. He kept the relationships go-

percent to 2 percent of active options traders. “These are

ing—that’s what mentors do. Presently, Dr. Elder (Elder.

the ‘A’ students,” he says, “and it’s paying off for them.”

com) refers would-be mentees to his former student

I can only survey the scene here, but I’ve learned

Kerry Lovvorn (KerryLovvorn.com).

enough to be convinced there are some real nuggets
of gold to be had, but some mines are richer and yield

Next generation: software plus

more instructional “gold” than others. Use this piece as a

Although they may not have been first, most credit

catalyst to get acquainted with the burgeoning field and

the folks at OptionVue software (OptionVue.com) for

to seek out those mentors who were invariably missed

starting the most visible mentoring program (2004)—

despite my best efforts. (This booming cottage industry

one that first used webinar technology that is now

attracts new entrants each month.)

omnipresent. Presently, Steve Lentz leads a team of

Here’s the essential proposition: If you think educa-

DiscoverOptions mentors who teach the full range of

tion is expensive, try ignorance.

delta-neutral strategies, but

Or as one coach put it: If you

also touch on something few

get just one profitable idea, it

others do: futures options.

will be worth many times the

Lentz makes the point that

fee paid over time. (And some-

futures options often operate

times you don’t have to pay
anything. More on that later.)

In the beginning
One of the first mentors appeared on the scene more
than 25 years ago: Van K.
Tharp, Ph.D., head of the International Institute of Trad-

“Mentoring to
me means a
service that
can guide you
to success.”

ing Mastery (IITM.com).

conversely to stock and index
options (think: oil up, stocks
down), so when added to a
portfolio, futures options can
smooth results.
OptionVue mentees have
the added benefit of being
coached on the fine points of
the OptionVue platform, and
there are many. Students pay

Having coached traders for

$6,000 to join the program

15-plus years by the time he

and about the same for the

wrote Trade Your Way to Finan-

software itself, plus or minus

cial Freedom in 1999 and having interviewed thousands,

depending on the services chosen. Despite the huge

it can be said that no one knows the trader’s psyche

advances in software offered by brokerage firms (free

more deeply. In his best seller, Tharp raises important

on their platforms), many still choose OptionVue as the

issues: the right trading system, personality matching,

“gold standard” of options analysis software and don’t

position sizing. However, he doesn’t pick your trades

mind paying for it. In a touch of convergence, OptionVue

for you or model a portfolio over time, even though

itself added brokerage services to its suite of offerings in

many mentors do. After 25 years in the business, he is

August 2008.

busier than ever; when I checked in at IITM, he had just

Dan Sheridan, a 22-year Chicago Board Options Ex-

returned from a two-month international speaking and

change veteran, helped create the OptionVue mentor-

seminar tour.

ing program but left to start his own mentoring service

Another early mentor, Dr. Alexander Elder, is a best-

(SheridanMentoring.com). He specializes in monthly

selling author and seminar provider. He had the charm-

income delta-neutral strategies, attracting a particu-

ing habit of following up with small groups of campers

larly active and loyal band of partisans from around

at odd times over the year in his New York City apart-

the world. Some are advanced students such as Dan

ment. When the business at hand was completed, the

Harvey, a 14-year veteran of successful condor trading,

practicing psychiatrist and his troops would decamp for

who occasionally takes the mike to teach as well. Sheri-
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dan has a team of full-time mentors to assist him, most

advice,” he says. Ang achieves this with his advisory

with CBOE backgrounds and a bevy of guest speakers

newsletter but with an unusual twist.

from all corners of the options world.
All teaching is archived on his website (some 3,000

“The special aspect of my service is that the subscribers only pay for advisories that make money. Simply put,

webinars as of this writing), where students share

if my recommendations don’t make money, the subscrib-

comments, spreadsheets and ideas. Sheridan’s fee is

ers don’t have to pay a cent. To make a good deal even

$6,000. Pay and you’re in “for life” and can listen to live

better, the maximum fee for any month is capped at $50,”

webinars eight-plus hours a day, five or six days a week.

he says.

Sheridan also holds an annual face-to-face convention

Ang mainly employs market-neutral options strategies

in Chicago for his students; a high percentage attend.

such as iron condors and double diagonals and trades

Results? Some of his best students are regularly earning

only indexes such as the S&P 500 Index, Russell 2000

70 percent to 100 percent annualized returns.

Index and index-tracking ETFs including SPDR S&P 500
Index, iShares Russell 2000 Index or Dow Diamonds.

The delta force

Closer to home is the not-so-widely known but wildly

Like Sheridan, a number of other mentors specialize

successful Mike Parnos (who occasionally contributes

more or less in delta-neutral options strategies. “Delta”

to SFO). Parnos has been teaching traders for 15 years,

means change, hence “change-neutral” strategies—if

and his claim to fame is a trading record that has been

you will. These strategies make money if the market

profitable for 59 of the last 64 months. You can read

doesn’t move—too much or too fast. These include

some of Parnos’ excellent writings (part of his diverse

calendar spreads, double calendars, double diagonals,

business background includes communications) at

butterflies and the increasingly popular condor.

Mike-Parnos.com. He also writes a column twice a

With a staff of three, Jared Woodard runs Condor
Options.com. He started mentoring in 2007 and cur-

week called The Couch Potato Trader for Option
Investor.com, which suggests trades for a monthly port-

rently teaches some 300 traders. Woodward and the
other traders blog on the market daily, with touches
of Jon Stewart, Stephen Colbert and Dan Rather from
time to time. The site offers a newsletter, real-time
sample iron condor-options trades and access to support staff. They employ exchange-traded funds (ETFs)
as the underlying of their iron condors in order to
benefit from the tighter spreads and enhanced liquidity
that ETFs offer. Woodard emphasizes risk management
and careful asset allocation. A believer in openness
and transparency, he publishes every trade made in
the newsletter on the website. CondorOptions.com
charges $139 per month, $749 per six months or $1,339
per year.
Another delta-neutral specialist is Market Neutral
Options (MarketNeutralOptions.com), run by Gary Ang
of Singapore. If “learn by watching” is a valid category
of mentoring, and I think it is, then advisory services
such as this one qualify as mentors, especially as defined by Ang.
“Mentoring to me means a service that can guide you to
success. Not just a one-time lecture, mentoring gives me
the feel of a more personal touch, like a hand-holding,
step-by-step coach who is always by your side to provide
The Official Advocate for Personal Investing
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management, money management and high-probability trading.”
After going through Ondercin’s instructional DVDs,

Read an excerpt from John Sarkett’s November 2008 SFO
article detailing what Dan Harvey has learned from 14 years
of trading condors.

beginner and advanced, the student calls Ondercin
for a one-on-one personal consultation. This is all for
a one-time fee of $3,500. So does it work? Ondercin
claims an average of 62 percent annual return on his
own option trading and many satisfied clients.

folio. Additionally, Parnos teaches two-day advanced

Author, co-founder and software designer of

seminars five to six times a year for $895 to $995 per

thinkorswim (though no longer with thinkorswim),

seminar; repeaters attend free.

Charles Cottle is a mentor who focuses on range-

One of Parnos’ brightest students is now a mentor

style positioning, including verticals, wing spreads,

(since 2005) and has a catchy name meant to convey

calendars and hybrid combinations of these. Addition-

fierce risk management: the Options Linebacker, oth-

ally, he employs a proprietary technical analysis tool

erwise known as Craig Severson (OptionsLinebacker.

called Diamonetrics™.

com). It’s easy to put on a trade, Severson says, but

Cottle’s market roots run deep, including stints at

how you defend it from there is the key. He has been

the CBOE, Chicago Board of Trade, Chicago Mercantile

investing in the market since 1996 and now trades

Exchange and thinkorswim. Over the years, he has

for a living in addition to mentoring. Severson holds

trained a number of market luminaries including Chuck

two degrees in electrical engineering and an MBA.

Whitman who started as a soybean options trader

He spent 19 years in telecommunications and is a

and went on to create and manage Infinium Capital

junior college instructor in business and economics.

Management. (Whitman has sent some 40 traders and

Severson says explaining difficult topics in a simple

programmers to Cottle for instruction.)

manner is his passion and has a healthy respect for
mitigating risk.
Severson uses webinars, newsletters ($49 per

“It is important to encourage the fact that one can
be wrong and do something about it early on,” he
says. “Having the consciousness of ‘What would I do

month), seminars ($249) and phone one-on-ones.

here, right now, in the market if I had no position?’ is vi-

He focuses on the iron condor, using vertical credit

tal for life-long trading success. I work to apply creative

spreads on index options or index ETF options, as well

adjustments to avoid having losing positions fester.”

as uses butterflies and delta-neutral hedges for risk

Self mentoring programs begin at $25 per hour

management. Also, Severson features swing-based

(RiskDoctor.com) and his RD4U (personal con-

futures trades to take advantage of trending conditions

sultation) is priced at $3,240 and starts with a

that are not optimal for the iron condor.

questionnaire. For second opinions or other coach-

Another business-accomplished individual, having

ing, there is a charge of $18 per minute on a retainer

created and sold a company before he delved into

basis. In addition, Cottle offers to speak personally to

the world of options, is John Ondercin (Options

prospects regarding an appropriate game plan for up

Mentoring.com). He is a been-there, done-that kind

to 15 minutes at no charge.

of guy who doesn’t waste a student’s time. “I teach a
method that gets new traders out the door and making

The education firms

money within their first or second month of trading,”

In addition to soloists such as Parnos, Severson, Ondercin

Ondercin says.

et al., and smaller firms like Condor Options, larger firms

“We find that many of our students, maybe 65

also own substantial real estate along Mentor Boulevard.

percent, need a paradigm change in the way they

With 19 offices around the world, the Online Trad-

think about options. In my methodology, naked op-

ing Academy (TradingAcademy.com) qualifies as one of

tion writing and trades like covered calls are too

these. The company, which started in June 1997, boasts

risky, and time after time, I see people lose their

some 8,000 graduates—many have gone on to significant

trading accounts with these strategies. I teach risk

careers in the markets. The Chicago office’s director of
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If you think education is expensive, try ignorance.

trading, Craig Weil, says, “Our Extended Learning Track

Founder George Fontanills and his right-hand man

(XLT) online classes offer four basic learning environ-

Tom Gentile now teach only the advanced seminars for

ments for stocks, forex and futures. OTA teaches many

the company. Additionally, Gentile founded Profit Strat-

different trading strategies and emphasizes the impor-

egies to teach trading systems.

tance of learning different trading skills, practicing
those skills with live trading and building a personal-

The brokers

ized trading plan customized to your individual needs

OptionsXpress (optionsXpress.com) has 12 coaches on

as a trader.” XLT programs are $6,000 for three months,

board as of this writing; each a former broker or trader.

and $500 per month thereafter; unlimited access can be

Many continue to trade for their own accounts, so their

purchased for $10,000.

ideas are fresh and live. The mentoring program at

The 26 Online Trading Academy instructors are

optionsXpress is customized for each student. Senior

former professional traders, brokers and market mak-

Vice President Joe Cusick cites these key components:

ers, and all still actively trade their own accounts. “Staff

knowledge, application, accountability, motivation and

must have at least five documented years of trading ex-

time. Fees start at $1,500.

perience and must continue to be active in the markets

Across town, broker thinkorswim (thinkorswim.com)

to qualify for instructor certification. Each has a spe-

invests heavily in education. That’s how the company

cialty as well,” Weil says.

grew from a small upstart to the No. 2 options broker

In the options world, the 800-pound gorilla in the

and “best online broker” in 2006 and 2007 as rated by

room remains Optionetics (Optionetics.com), the com-

Barron’s. Thinkorswim is kind of the General Motors of

pany that took seminars to a whole ‘nother level back in

mentoring, offering a style and price for every would-be

the 1990s. They pioneered the options infomercial, ad-

mentee: straight-up coaches, trade desk savants, news-

vertising free preview workshops, which would then in-

letter advisories, as well as free and for-pay seminars.

clude an invitation to the basic $2,000 to $3,000 seminar.

You couldn’t get away from mentoring there if you tried.

These delta-neutral seminars were typically followed by

Derivatives strategist Joe Kinahan lays it out: “We

more advanced and more expensive seminars teaching

have 70 coaches at Investools. (Investools acquired

strategies with intriguing names such as the “Tarzan-

thinkorswim in February 2007 for $340 million.) The

and-Jane” spread, and often in more appealing locales

student is assigned to a coaching team and can call and

than back home—Las Vegas for example.

talk to a coach at any time. The coaches will give the

The company was (and is) extremely successful. It

student unlimited time and help [him or her] in ap-

claims a staggering 338,000 grads from 50 countries.

plying the logic and strategies that [the student has]

For a long time, Optionetics more or less owned the

been taught in order to make trades. We field some 900

options education niche. That world has since moved

phone calls a day. Students love it because it gives them

online, and Optionetics followed suit. Its new Op-

a chance to bounce ideas off of someone who is familiar

tionetics Signature Series is a group of 90-minute

with their trading styles.” Additionally, thinkorswim has

online classes, each tackling an individual topic. Each

another 40 individuals on the thinkorswim trade desk

session is presented live and recorded; these are then

who serve as mentors.

available to the students for 21 days after the live

A thinkorswim division, Red Option (RedOption.com)

date. Optionetics continues to present live seminars

is an e-mail advisory offering 11 strategy styles for $20

as well.

each per month, while Options Planet (Options
The Official Advocate for Personal Investing



“We find that many of our students, maybe
65 percent, need a paradigm change in the
way they think about options.”
Planet.com) offers classes. Finally, thinkorswim offers

nesses I see in their own trading habits. I also show them

seminars and lots of them. “We saw more than 700,000

markets and setups at which I look.”

people in the U.S. and Canada last year,” Kinahan says.
No. 3 options broker Interactive Brokers (Interactive-

Carter plunged into the markets in high school. “My
father was a broker for Morgan Stanley and got me trad-

Brokers.com) has no mentoring program per se but has

ing options. I traded during college and my first job was a

extensive webinars online to teach its advanced platform.

financial analyst with many ups and downs before going
to full-time [trading] in 1998.”

Traveling mentors
Best-selling author of Options as a Strategic Investment

Free mentoring

and professional trader Lawrence G. McMillan tapped

Everybody loves free stuff, and when seminars and/or

former American Stock Exchange market maker

mentoring services cost between $1,000 and $25,000,

Stan Freifeld to head his custom mentoring program

free can sound pretty good. At The Options Institute,

(OptionStrategist.com).

some 50 free webinars are archived at CBOE.com/

Freifeld is a paradox. He’s a math whiz (jumping two

LearnCenter. CBOE instructors include Sheridan of

grades in school and earning a math degree at State

Sheridan Mentoring, CBOE’s Jim Bittman, OptionVue’s

University of New York) and a MENSA member but is as

Lentz and TradeKing’s Brian Overby, among others.

down-to-earth as can be.
In this mentoring program, the student spends two

So what?

full days with Freifeld. He starts with an audit of client

It is all well and good that mentors say their services are

expectations and develops a unique program for each

valuable, but what do their fee-paying students say?

individual. Next, probabilities, expectations and money

I street surveyed a number of mentees (from names

management principles are covered. Volatility and trad-

supplied by mentors) and found a high degree of satis-

ing strategies follow that. Cost is $8,995, and tuition re-

faction. I even received words like “epiphany” and

imbursement is a possibility via commission rebates with

“life changing.”

three nationally recognized brokers (Terra Nova, Fidelity
and optionsXpress).
Another traveling mentor (and occasional SFO writer)

Boil it down: Market mentors are making a difference, and for many, it’s a big one. They are creating
real value for the early adopting 1 percent to 2 percent

is John Carter (TradeTheMarkets.com). He began in

who employ them. We should see their programs, ranks

2002, and his specialty is in futures, although he also

and numbers of protégés grow like wildfire in the

covers options and stocks. At $25,000 per week, his is

months ahead.

the highest priced program I found, but no matter, he is
booked for the next 12 months. Carter currently has eight
students and some 62 graduates. About half make it as
full-time traders he says. Some aren’t cut out; Carter even

John A. Sarkett is designer of Option Wizard ® software

gave back the fee to one particularly unsuited individual.

(http://option-wizard.com) and the author of the best-selling Extraor-

“A typical program lasts one week, and we sit side by

dinary Comebacks: 201 Inspiring Stories of Courage, Triumph, and

side,” he says. “On the first day, I trade and they watch.

Success. Sarkett writes frequently for financial publications and is

On the second day, they trade and I watch. Then I update

currently working on two books Market Mentors and Monthly Income

their trading plan based on the strengths and weak-

Strategies from Options.
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